Student capabilities to utilize m-learning service in new smart devices
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Abstract

A typical gadget that students often carry is a smartphone. Each smartphone brand has often unique features and capabilities. This study reveals how students perceive these devices when they start-up for the first time and discusses the major gaps among these devices based on students’ usability experiments. The results help to understand the mobile learning applications usage and demand in smartphones. There have already been many initiatives to enhance mobile phones in education activities but failed to reach a common development framework standard [1].
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1.1 Introduction

In this paper we investigate students’ expectations and capabilities to utilize m-learning application with different smart phones. Smartphones are inseparable gadgets among students nowadays [2, 3]. This study investigates the usage of smart phones and their applications by users who do not have prior experience on the particular smartphone platform. Our study reveals challenges that students may encounter when using the same mobile application such as calendar, browsers and email in different mobile brands. Additionally, the study examines the smoothness of new application installation in different smart phones.

Technology has always been part of educational institutes and assist students and teachers in their educational activities. In recent years, the use of ICT in the education and training has yield several paradigm shifts [4]. The persuasion of technology advancement onto educational process was not only computers or the internet, mobile devices such as tablets and smart phones have significant contributions. We are entering the mobile age, the mobile devices especially mobile phones with its popularity among learners and its portability provide unique opportunity to enhance in education [4]. Utilizing mobile learning in education process has engaged researchers for many years [6]. Usability considerations have been a key issue in mobile learning application development. In this context, usability analysis addresses two paths: 1. Traditional usability testing of mobile learning applications [7, 8, 9] and 2. Pedagogical usability testing of mobile learning solutions [10, 11]. Furthermore, the high penetration among students and advanced functionality provide possibilities both for practitioners and researchers to enhance the use of smartphones in educational process.
1.2 User profile and test steps

The target users in this research were students at Haaga-Helia University of Applied Science. A total of 12 students were chosen among students who had participated in the usability course during fall 2012. The selection was mainly based on students’ prior knowledge in using a specific smartphone operating system. Six test users were designated to carry out the experiments on each brand [12]. As there were insufficient qualified test users in the class, some test users were requested to conduct the test twice.

The selected testing devices were Galaxy S II (Android), Apple iPhone 4s (iOS) and Nokia Lumia 800 (Windows) operating system. The test users in each group consisted of users who have not had previous experience in using smartphones and advanced users who had owned a smart device for more than three years. There were 4 female and 8 male test users who were on their first semester up to last semesters of their studies. The age range of the users was 21-31 years.

The user studies were conducted in three different phases. The first phase a web-based questionnaire, the second was a usability test in the usability lab of Aalto University, which is fully equipped for running usability tests. The test users’ performance and the smart device screen were monitored and recorded from the control room. The third phase of the study was conducted at Haaga-Helia University of Applied Science media lab. Similarly, all the steps and actions were recorded for further analysis.

1.3 Applied User Studies Methods

The web based questionnaire [13] about test users’ background addressed following topics: How old are you? Are you male or female? How many years of experience you have in using computers? Do you own a smart phone? Which mobile operating systems have you experience so far (Android, iOS and Windows Phone)? What Smartphone features / applications are you using?

In the second phase of the study the users were asked to participate in actual usability test sessions at usability lab in Aalto University. Usability testing [14] is a method to identify possible errors and failures. For the usability testing we prepared several tasks that users have to execute during the test session. The tasks were composed based on users’ background knowledge on mobile phones’ operating system and previous device model experiences. Each student was given 10 minutes time to perform seven independent tasks. The objectives of the usability study were: 1. To measure the number of tasks the user carries in 10 minutes given time. 2. To determine how smoothly user is able to search, download and use the new applications from application store. 3. To study how users’ prior knowledge on pre-installed applications’ experience such as calendar, email etc. would support in new smart phones usage. In usability test session, the tasks were piled and user was asked to carry out one by one.

In the new phone test experiment, user had to start-up the device and go through the device settings tasks without having prior knowledge about the test device. After that, applications were tested: camera, calendar, Wi-Fi settings, internet browser (to navigate predefined tasks); search for predefined application to download from applications store, navigation application usage task. Finally, the users were asked to setup an email account and send an email to predefined email address. Test users were asked to think aloud while performing the tasks. Picture 1 presents the test use cases that users carry out during the test sessions.
After each test session the test user was requested to participate in a short interview. In the interview, user shared his/her test experiences with interviewer. The questions addressed following issues: What went wrong in your opinion? What challenges have you had with the device? Did you have any difficulty to download an application? Did the applications (calendar, mail etc) behave similarly as your own device? Anything else you would like to share?

2 Research Findings

The results of this research can help us to learn students’ expectations and capabilities on new smart phones and its applications setups. This leads to understanding of a usable mobile learning application demands from students’ viewpoint [15]. The analysis of the web based questionnaire data indicates that our test users have approximately 5 years of experience in computer usage. Almost 90% of test users currently own a smartphone. From all the test users 38% have experience with Android devices, 54% have experience in iOS and 8% have experience with Windows Phone. The data also shows that all test users have experience either with iOS, Android or Windows and none had prior experience with two or more mobile operating systems. Table 1 summarizes students’ mobile application usage. Internet-browser is the most utilized application among students followed by email, calendar, and camera.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calendar</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet Browser</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Search</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Target group smart phones features usage

The comparative usability evaluation [16] is applied to analyze the usability test data. The data from usability test sessions and post test interview reveals that test users are specifically unhappy with the slowness of the device operating system at the start-up. Additionally, the recorded data unveils that almost all test users have difficulties in setting up the phone for the first time. Moreover, the high sensibility of the touch screen and the small UI elements (keypads) were the third major dissatisfaction factor. For the 10 minutes time to perform a pile of seven tasks, it took 8.81 minutes to complete all tasks with Android, 9.36 minutes with Windows phone and more than 10 minutes with iOS.

In Android phone the test users had difficulties in start up phase due to the slowness of the operating system. The users had also problems in downloading the Gmail application: the download was terminated automatically without any prior notifications. This is considered a serious usability defect as users should be notifying clearly for any failure or errors [15]. The data also shows that users had difficulties in finding the application store on the device that they had no prior experience with. Additionally, the data analysis discloses that users got frustrated with the frequent update notifications pop-up during usability test, and there were no indications regarding the cancellation of
the notifications. Finally, the data reveals that some users had problems to switch back to home screen from the applications.

Similarly as with Android, the iOS users had difficulties with the slow boot-up of iOS. The test session record shows that after entering the pin code, it took a long time before the home screen gets ready for user interactions. This contradicts with the fact that the product should support the user to work effectively [17]. According to results, the test users had less difficulty in finding an application from the iOS application store than from the Android application store. Aligned with this, the test users also experienced less difficulty in downloading and installing new applications in iOS. Also, searching or applications Windows application store was troublesome for some users. The name Market place was not indicative and clear about the possibility to download new applications. Many users also had problems to navigate between applications in Windows phone. The test users had difficulties to locate the start-up button in Windows phone. The on/off button is relatively small which is almost hidden at the top of the phone. Additionally, the button required a long press to start up. This was the delay factor on the Windows phone start-up setting phase. The touch screen sensitivity of the Windows phone was considered a problem because it resulted in erroneous key presses, which contradicts with Nielsen’s rule that the unintentional error should be minimized [17]. A good design anticipates any typing errors [15].

In general, the test users showed their satisfaction specifically with smart phones’ touch screen size: it eases the reading and writing on mobile device. The results from the post-test interview indicate that – despite the problems – the test users appreciate the offering of applications through the application stores. However, they were dissatisfied with the inconsistency on the downloading process in different brands and the naming of the application store in the user interface. The usability record analysis shows that users had difficulties in their first attempts to use the pre-installed applications (e.g. calendar, email) in different devices. This difficulty occurred because of the inconsistency on the application implementations in different smart phones.

3 Results and Conclusions

The results in this study are valid for the device groups and brands that are mentioned on the previous sections. Moreover, the result is dependent on the users’ capabilities as well as the context in which the usability test was conducted. Results may vary depending on the smart devices and the users’ previous experience on smartphone usage. Nevertheless, this study complies with the previous research results on smart phone penetrations among students [2, 3]. Almost 90% of the test users own a smartphone that use their device constantly.

Internet browser was the most utilized application by users. They use this application to search information during the lectures and other educational activities outside of the schools. Many attempts have already been made to utilize the mobile browser for learning activities e.g. [18]. All test users who owned a smart phone had already customized their device email application with their university email account.

One of the objectives of this research was to measure the students’ capabilities to adapt to a new mobile operating system. This is reflected in the students’ ability to search and download new application in an environment without previous experience. The lack of earlier experience on
new operating systems yields to failures and confusions among test users. This indicates that the inconsistency on the smart device operating system construct avoidable confusions if the user intends to change the device brand. The test result also depicts that the inconsistency on the application stores’ title in different brands affect the searching and downloading new applications outcomes in the test. Furthermore the descriptive name of the intended application in the application store may speed up the search and downloading process. This recommends that the name of the mobile learning application subjected for students download has to be consistent across platforms as well as carefully selected.

The third objective of this study was to determine whether users previous experience on pre-installed applications such as calendar, email etc. affect the use of similar applications in the new devices. The outcomes of this study convey that having experience with one operating system may not necessarily support the use of the other operating system in an efficient way. As an example, each device has distinct default touch screen sensibility setups. Even though a user may have previous experience with touch screen devices it may not support a positive experience for the startup of the other devices from other brands. Likewise, this study shows that having prior knowledge in mobile applications still results confusions among students with the device of an unfamiliar brand. The inconsistencies of the pre-installed applications in the user interface of different brands, navigation schemes, as well as the look and feel of the applications yield result in confusions.

4 Discussions and Future Work

A major finding from our study is that the inconsistencies across smartphone platforms create difficulties for users. It is somewhat difficult to overcome this problem since each brand has independent development and user interface requirements and guidelines for developing new applications. However, this trend is changing quickly as all mobile brands are going to support HTML5 applications. This trend supports the conclusion that HTML5-based mobile learning application can overcome the current confusions for the mobile application usage among students. As is seen from the results, the Internet browser was the most frequent used application by all students. Developing application in HTML5 prevail the current applications fragmentation in different brands. All brands and operating system users can therefore use the same look and feel for mobile learning application and create a consistent user experience across devices and platforms.
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